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　Since  the  burst  of  bubble  economy,  it  has  taken  a  long  time  for  Japan  to 
dispose  of  the  non-performing  loans.  The  NPLs  problem  was  solved  basically 
in  2006.This  paper  tries  to  indicate  the  process  of  and  the  measures  taken 
for  disposing  of  Japan’s  NPLs  after  1998  in  terms  of  ﬁ nancial  supervision, 
fiscal  assistance,  financial  assistance,  commercial  bank  and  industrial 
revitalization.  The  conclusion  of  this  paper  is  that  the  gradual  formation  of 
market-based  relationship  among  government,  banks  and  ﬁ rms  contributes  to 







2006ා 8࠮ 8඾থືഎ㒳䅵ତନȄ2006ා 3࠮ྎȄ඾ུ஠࣭ 123ز䫊࣐എະၻ؎









඾ࡓȄဓ 2005ා 3࠮ྎഎ 2.84ྔғ඾ࡓ௖๤ᰒಠࣛ೩ȄЎ 1993ා 3࠮ոြഎड
೩ؐȃະၻ؎ᴗၚ࿟ᄨ 2002ා 3࠮ྎഎ 8.4ɓئࣛൢ 2006ා 3࠮എ 2.9ɓȃസঌ
䫊࣐൝৽ါ䫊࣐എະၻ؎ᴗၚᎃئࣛЎ 1.8ɓȄ౷༷䫊࣐ئࣛЎ 4.5ɓȃি 2006ා
3࠮ྎഎဇ䌋ۤဓ౜༗ᵘ଼എᘏ਎૞乱߭ụ䭓 2.5ɓȄ䖒ൢ 457.472ྔғ඾ࡓȄЎ
2001ා 3࠮ոြഎਉষୃụ䭓ȃ঺༷֚࿂Ȅ඾ུ䫊࣐࢖ືഎ 2006ා 7࠮എ஠࣭
































































გϮࡵ೪ࡲྵ႓Ȅ໹޳↣ාЎ 114࠯ȃ 䖯ව 2006䋶ාոြȄ߄ဏख़എ໘㔮ႁഽခ
ụᓵޣȄᑟগൢ 2006ා 6࠮ 30඾Ȅ߄ဏख़ᇍ䯂乬߄ဏܟᵘഎ࣐ଽ໘໦մ႕ᎃ䖒























































ᤤ䌴ᢼℒ 186156  
䌘ѻᬊ䌁 97337 73994 
䌘ᴀᔎ࣪ 123869 36552 
݊Ҫ 59654 46672 
ড়䅵 467016 157218 
䌘᭭ᴹ⑤˖᮹ᴀǉᄬℒֱ䰽ᴎᵘᑈ᡹˄2004ᑈ Ǌ˅





ȁᄨ䌘߄׳੩എြ࡙ۭȄນ 2ಎഎᒌ䌴ᢼۤ 18.6ྔғ඾ࡓಎഎ 10.4ྔғ඾ࡓᎃဇ
خոব⦄എ࢐ັ࣭؎ြ঑ັ , ᅲ䰙ᎃဇ࣭ྦྷြ䋳౜ȃᇀဒ߄乱߭ဇٛਬ߄ဏܟᵘ
























ǉᄬℒֱ䰽⊩Ǌ 2003ᑈ 6᳜ 1˄ 䞠㋶㒇䫊㸠˅ 19600 ᱂䗮㙵ǃӬܜ㙵ǃ
⃵㑻؎ǃ⃵㑻䌋ℒ








ড় 䅵   123869  
䌘᭭ᴹ⑤˖䕀ᓩ㞾䥠ם⊏ᄤǉ䞥㵡ȿɁɎɨᅝᅮ࣪ȃǴȖȃ݀ⱘ䊛䞥⊼ܹȃ㌠㏃ǽ⧒⢊Ǌ
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UFJ߄ဏਬಶȄଠᠷ䫊࣐ᎃ໦߿ᄠ 2004ා 1࠮Ȅ2006ා 6࠮ 9඾გ 7࠮ 4඾஠໐





























඾ུ㒣⌢ࠊᘗංոٝੵȄ඾ུ䫊࣐ᄠ 2006ා 7࠮ 14඾৾કၭ႟၌ၚଽॐȄଟ࢝
ౣܢ߄ဏঌഎഎ䇅ᇐ࿒ᷛüüᓵ౜༗ڞ࿡ᑺৰ䌘߄၌ၚષੵൢ 0.155ɓȪນ 5ȫȃ






1998 0.25 1.97 0.50 
1999 0.02 1.645 0.50 
2000 0.24 1.64 0.50 
2001 0.002 1.365 0.50ė0.35ė0.25ė0.10
2002 0.002 0.9 0.10 
2003 0.001 1.36 0.10 
2004 0.001 1.435 0.10 
2005 0.001 1.47 0.10 
2006ᑈ 7᳜ 0.155 1.915 0.40 
䌘᭭ᴹ⑤˖ḍ᥂᮹ᴀ䫊㸠݀Ꮧⱘ᭄᳝݇᥂ᭈ⧚Ǆ
⊼˖1. 1998ᑈ㟇 2005ᑈⱘ᮴ᢙֱ䱨໰ᢚ׳߽⥛Ў৘ᑈ 12᳜ⱘᑇഛؐǄ
2ˊ1998ᑈ㟇 2005ᑈⱘ 10ᑈᳳ೑؎ᬊⲞ⥛Ўⱘᮄথ೑؎ⱘ৘ᑈ 12᳜᳿ؐǄ























2002ා 9࠮ 4඾ᎃ㒣ئࣛൢ 9075ȃह䖭⾡ૂᆣئȄශضࡲᄱ঵㓁௢೩ ,ඣМ䫊࣐
੿ະංະࡼဥুခ䌘ུ߄ြ໘ၑࡲຘᤳ৐ȃЎၭ๰྾֦䫊࣐䌘ѻݢ࠻ᙊا֨থࠏ
㒳଻߄ဏܓܟȄᄨ 2002ා 11࠮ᓔইൢ 2004ා 9࠮Ȅ඾ུ䫊࣐ह඾ུଽຸഎय़ႁ
ئȄೄ୪䌁ф 11زఱ߿䫊࣐გ 4ز౷༷䫊࣐༗ခഎ෫ѻخෝ଻Ꮜ೩Ȅൎ䌘䆘㑻ᷛ
੎ BBBոષഎᄱؐᘏ乱Ў 2.018ྔғ඾ࡓഎ๊֚ષঌܑϮࡲຘȃ඾ུ䫊࣐ᘏഎࡔ
߭ᰃȄह 2007ා 9࠮ྎ෗ஜະ੄ሼ䖭ऍࡲຘȄࡲຘୃ৆໘౾എܢ䯈䆒೰Ў 2007
ා 10࠮ঢ 2017ා 9࠮ȃ࿒ஜȄଟ಍඾ུ㒣⌢എࢡ䕀Ȅ඾㒣໹޳ࡲᄱঐତଟ෗௢ᔎȄ
ൢ 2006ා 8࠮ 16඾Ȅᎃષੵൢ 16071ȃ




















݁໻䞥㵡䲚ಶ 㒘㒛ᵘ៤ ড়ᑊᯊ䯈 Џ㽕ড়ᑊ䞡㒘Ḝ՟
ϝ㧅 UFJ
FG
ϝ 㧅 ϰ Ҁ
UFJ䫊㸠




 2002/1 ϝ੠䫊㸠੠ϰ⍋䫊㸠ড়ᑊ㒘៤ UFJ䫊㸠Ǆ
  1996/4 ϝ㧅䫊㸠੠ϰҀ䫊㸠ড়ᑊ㒘៤ϰҀϝ㧅䫊㸠Ǆ
ϝ㧅 UFJֵ
ᠬ䫊㸠
2005/10/ ϝ㧅ֵᠬ䫊㸠Ϣ UFJֵᠬ䫊㸠ড়ᑊЎϝ㧅 UFJ
ֵᠬ䫊㸠Ǆ




2005/10/1 ϝ㧅䆕ࠌ݀ৌ੠ UFJ 㗐䆕ࠌ݀ৌড়ᑊЎϝ㧅
UFJ䆕ࠌ݀ৌǄ
  2002/9/1 ೑䰙䆕ࠌ݀ৌǃϰҀϝ㧅䆕ࠌ݀ৌǃϰҀϝ㧅
ϾҎ䆕ࠌ݀ৌ੠ϔ៤䆕ࠌ݀ৌড়ᑊЎϝ㧅䆕ࠌ
݀ৌǄ
  2002/6/1 UFJ 䌘ᴀᏖഎ䆕ࠌ݀ৌ੠㗐䆕ࠌ݀ৌড়ᑊ㒘៤
UFJ㗐䆕ࠌ݀ৌǄ
  2001/7/1 ϝ੠䆕ࠌ݀ৌ੠ϰ⍋೑䰙䆕ࠌ݀ৌড়ᑊ㒘៤
UFJ 䌘ᴀᏖഎ䆕ࠌ݀ৌǄ















































2004/2 ݇㽓䫊㸠੠݇㽓 SAWAYAKA 䫊㸠ড়ᑊЎ݇㽓
ජᏖ䫊㸠Ǆ







  2004/4 SMBC 㓐ড়䆕ࠌ݀ৌݐᑊ⊝䆕ࠌ݀ৌǄ
  1999/4 ᯢܝ䆕ࠌ݀ৌ੠೑⇥䆕ࠌ݀ৌড়ᑊЎᯢܝ೑⇥
䆕ࠌ݀ৌǄ


































ܢụح 2.2ɓȄЎ 1996ා 3࠮ոြഎग़ঃ૧ࣞȃ
㸼 ǂ᮹ᴀܼ೑䫊㸠Џ㽕ᬊⲞ㒧ᵘ˄ғܗˁ˅˄  ᑈ̣  ᑈ˅
ᑈӑ ܼ೑䫊㸠ᴎᵘ 䌘䞥䖤 ⫼ᬊⲞ Ё䯈Ϯࡵ ᬊⲞ
 ᭄Ⳃ˄ᆊ᭄˅ ᘏ乱 ⦃↨๲䭓⥛ ᘏ乱 ⦃↨๲䭓⥛
2000 136 160134 -14.8 18560 8.1 
2001 133 141272 -1.6 19162 3.4 
2002 134 120623 -16.3 20642 6.8 
2003 131 109133 -9.5 23571 14.2 
2004 129 106518 -2.4 26579 12.8 






















౜༗ࡠ乱ئȪᄨ 2006ා 4࠮ܳȄଽຸ౜༗乱ࣛЎ 3ྔғ඾ࡓȫȄᄨౣܢ߄ဏঌഎ






˄ ᑈ  ᳜᳿ ˅˄ ϛғ᮹ܗ˅






ϝ㧅 UFJ FG 187 10% 0.4% 12.2% 2.07%  1.18 
⨲〫 FG 149.6 13.5% 0.4% 11.62% 1.41% 0.65 
ϝ ѩ ԣ ট
FG
107 15.4% 0.6% 12.39% 1.7% 0.69 
䞠㋶㒇 HD 40.4 23.1% 0.9% 9.97%  2.56% 0.38 
ԣটֵᠬ
䫊㸠
20.6 9% 0.5% 10.9% 0.9%  0.12 
ϝѩ Trust 
HD
13.8 13.9% 0.9% 12.35% 2.2% 0.1 
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